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A
Alpha matting reefers to the probllem of estimatin
ng the opacity maask
oof the foregroun
nd in an image. Many recent algorithms
a
solvee it
w
with color samp
ples or some local assumptionss, causing artifaacts
w
when they fail to
o collect approprriate samples or the
t assumptions do
nnot hold. In thiss paper, we treeat alpha mattin
ng as a supervised
leearning problem
m and propose a new matting ap
pproach. Given the
innput image and
d a trimap (labeeling some foreg
ground/backgrou
und
ppixels), we segm
ment the unlabeleed region into pieces and learn the
relations between
n pixel features and alpha valuees for these piecces.
W
We use support vector
v
regression
n (SVR) in the leearning process. To
oobtain better leearning results, we design a training samp
ples
sselection method
d and use adaptiv
ve parameters fo
or SVR. Qualitattive
aand quantitative evaluations on a matting benchm
mark show that our
o
aapproach outperfforms many receent algorithms in
n terms of accuraacy.
Index Term
ms— alpha matting, support vector regressiion,
fforeground extraction, image seg
gmentation
1. INTRO
ODUCTION
A
Alpha matting aiims to softly extrract the foregrou
und from an imaage.
Itt plays an imp
portant role in many image and video editting
ooperations and has
h been extenssively studied. Formally,
F
in alp
pha
m
matting, an input image I is modeled as a lineaar combination of
o a
fforeground image F and backgro
ound image B:
 ܫൌ ߙ ܨ ሺͳ െ ߙሻܤ

(1)

w
where Į is the opacity
o
mask of the foregroun
nd (typically callled
aalpha matte, likee Figure 1d). Th
he alpha value (opacity) of ev
very
ppixel ranges from
m 0 to 1. Equatio
on (1) is undercconstrained sincee Į,
F and B on the right-hand
r
side are all unknown
n. To solve this illpposed problem,, many recentt approaches require
r
additio
onal
cconstrains from user input. Triimaps and scrib
bbles are the most
m
ccommon method
ds (like Figure 1b
b).
Considerable progress has been made in im
mage alpha mattiing.
M
Many existing algorithms use sampling-based
d or propagatio
onbbased techniques to estimate the
t alpha values. Sampling-based
teechniques analy
yze nearby labeeled pixels [1] or pick out co
olor
ssamples from thee labeled regionss to estimate the alpha values [2--5].
P
Propagation-baseed techniques obtain the alpha matte by
ppropagating consstrains from thee labeled region
ns to the unlabeeled
regions with locaal assumptions (ee.g., local smootthness) [6, 7].
However, theere are still some difficulties in alpha matting. For
F
ssampling-based techniques, foreground and background co
olor
ssamples are som
metimes difficultt to determine or
o even not in the
ssearch space (ee.g., in translucent objects). Also, some lo
ocal
aassumptions may not alway
ys hold and propagation-based
teechniques may fail
f in some casees (like thin strucctures or gaps). To
T
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mage (b) Trimapp (c) Unlabeled region segFigure 1. (a) Input im
mentatioon (d) Alpha maatte produced by our approach
avoid thhese problems, llearning basedd matting [8] estimates a
general model between image colors aand alpha valuess with semisupervissed learning ttechniques. Loocal and globaal learning
approachhes are designedd respectively aand produce accuurate results
in manny cases. How
wever, the loccal learning aapproach is
propagaation-based stylee with a mattingg Laplacian matrrix based on
learningg techniques. Errrors occurred inn the learning pprocess may
accumullate quickly. Gllobal learning appproach works w
well in slim
unlabeleed regions, but inn coarse trimapss the results deterriorate [8].
To oovercome thesee difficulties, we treat alpha m
matting as a
supervissed learning prooblem and proppose a new alppha matting
approachh. Our goal is too learn the relattions between piixel features
and alppha values, insstead of usingg color samplees or local
assumpttions directly. D ifferent from [8]], we segment thhe unlabeled
region innto pieces and ttrain a feature-Į model for each piece using
support vector regressiion. The segmeentation algorithhm and the
order off training for thhese pieces are ddesigned in a w
way that can
reduce tthe accumulativee errors. Training samples are seelected from
trimap oor previously esstimated pixels by similarity m
measurement.
Adaptivve parameters forr SVR are adoptted to improve tthe accuracy
of the m
models. Experimeents on the mattting benchmark provided by
Rhemannn et al. [9] veerify that the prroposed approacch produces
more ac curate results thhan many recent algorithms.
2. PR
ROPOSED APP
PROACH
2.1. Unllabeled region ssegmentation
Usually nearby pixels hhave similar chharacteristics. Independently
training a feature-Į model for every piixel causes much redundant
work. S
So nearby pixeels can share a model. Unlabbeled region
segmenttation algorithm
m aims to dividee the unlabeled region into
small piieces and decidde the order off training models for these
pieces. B
Because our appproach uses preeviously estimateed pixels as
training samples, acccumulative erroors are unavooidable. An
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aappropriate ordeer should make good use of lab
beled pixels in the
trrimap. So startin
ng from the slim
m regions of the trimap can redu
uce
thhe accumulativee errors. The segm
mentation algoriithm is as follow
ws:
A
Algorithm 1 Un
nlabeled region segmentation
s
࣠
࣠ǡ ࣜǡ ࣯ denote th
he foreground, background
b
and unlabeled
u
region
n in
thhe trimap respeectively. r is a parameter
p
(we set
s  ݎൌ 30 pixeels).
P
Pieces (pixel setss) ࣪ ሺ݉  Ͳሻarre the segmentattion results.
1: Find the larrgest connected component
c
࣠ off ࣠.
2: For every pixel ࣯ א ǡ compute
c
࣠ܦ ሺሻ ൌ ࣠א ܵሺǡ ݍሻǡ
 ࣜܦሺሻ ൌ 
 ܵ ࣜאሺǡ ݍሻ, where
w
ܵሺڄሻ denottes spatial distan
nce.
3: Let ࣯ ൌ ሼ
ଵ ǡ ଶ ǡ ଷ ǥ ே ሽǤ All pixels  in
n ࣯ are sorted by
ܦሺሻ ൌ ࣠ܦ ሺሻ   ࣜܦሺሻ, in ascending ord
der.
4: Set ࣪ א  for
f all  ࣯ א an
nd m = 0.
5: for t = 1 to N
6:
if ௧ ࣪ ב
7:
continu
ue;
8:
end
9:
m = m + 1;
110:
w ܵሺ௧ ǡ ሻ ൏ ݎ.
 ݎSet ࣪ ב  ,
א
Find all pixels ࣪ א  with
࣪ and ܱሺ࣪
ܱ  ሻ ൌ ௧ .
111: end for
S
Segmentation ressults ࣪ ሺ݉  Ͳሻ are circular orr fan-shaped pieces
aas illustrated in Figure
F
1c. The subscript
s
m reprresents the orderr to
trrain models for these pieces. In line 1 of Algoriithm 1, we find the
laargest connecteed component of
o ࣠ and ignoree the rest. Thiss is
bbecause in the trimap, users may
y add some small scribbles besid
des
thhe largest one, but the foregro
ound samples in
n these regions are
uusually not enoug
gh. ܱሺڄሻ in line 10 is defined forr later use.

2.2.3. Trraining samples selection
For an unlabeled piecee, our goal is to obtain trainiing samples
which aare similar to thee unlabeled pixeels and represennt both local
foregrouund and backgground charactteristics. We ffirst collect
candidatte samples from
m the trimap and previously estim
mated pixels,
and thenn select the best candidate samplles with specific criteria.
Candidaate samples colllection. Given the current unlaabeled piece
࣪ , two empty sample sets ࣛ and ࣜ ((i.e.,ȁࣛȁ ൌ Ͳǡ ȁࣜ
ࣜȁ ൌ Ͳ), the
collectioon method can be described as the following steps (also
illustrateed in Figure 2):
z Step 1 : Define the sm
mallest rectanglee ࣬that can encclose ࣪ (like
z Step 2
2: For every labbeled pixel i new
wly enclosed byy ࣬, if ߙ 

22.2.1. Support Veector Regression
n
S
Support vector machine
m
was orriginally introdu
uced as a classiffier
bbased on the stru
uctural risk minim
mization princip
ple. Its basic ideaa is
too find the optim
mal hyperplane for data classifiication, so that the
hhyperplane has the
t largest distan
nce to the nearest training samp
ples
oof any class. Kernel
K
trick is applied
a
to makee the data lineaarly
sseparable by im
mplicitly mappin
ng them to a higher
h
dimensio
onal
sspace. In [10], SVM classifier iss used in image matting to prov
vide
ddiscriminative information off foreground and backgrou
und.
D
Differently, we use
u İ-SVR [11], which is an extension of SVM for
regression probleems. Moreover, our approach is learning based and
a
İİ-SVR is applied
d to train featurre-Į models. Given a training set
{{(x1 , y1), (x2 , y2)…(x
)
nd yi is output scas
l , yl)} (xi is input vector an
laar), İ-SVR can be
b formulated ass a convex optim
mization problem
m:

ͲǤͷ annd ȁࣛȁ ൏ ߣȁ࣪ȁ , then ݅  ; ࣛ אeelse if ߙ ൏ ͲǤͷ
ͷ and ȁࣜȁ ൏
ߣȁ࣪ȁ, then݅ ࣜ א.
z Step 3
3: If ȁࣛȁ  ߣȁ࣪ ȁ andȁࣜȁ  ߣȁ࣪
࣪ȁ, turn to step 4, else increasee the width andd height of ࣬ byy one pixel andd go back to
step 2..
z Step 4
4: Shot 2n rays ffrom ܱሺ࣪ሻ (likee the blue pixel iin Figure 2)
with tthe length of ߟߟǤ The rays arre separated byy the equal
గ
angle ߠ ൌ . Add labbeled pixels on tthe rays to ࣛ iff their alpha

valuess  ͲǤͷ, toࣜ if thheir alpha valuees ൏ ͲǤͷ.
We set ߣ= 1.3, n = 6, ߟ ൌ300 in experiments.
ߣ, n, ߟ aare parameters. W
Pixels iin ࣛ  ࣜ are thhen treated as ccandidate traininng samples.
Using ann expanding recctangle to collecct nearby samplees can avoid
spatial ddistance calculattion between pixxels, which is computationintensivee. We also colleect samples on tthe rays becausee sometimes
similar ppixels do not falll in nearby labelled regions.
Sampless selection. Wee define ߅ሺǡ ݍሻሻto measure thhe similarity
betweenn an unlabeled piixel  in࣪ and a candidate samppleݍ:

(2)

T
The regression fu
unction is:
 ݕൌ ݓۃ
ݓǡ  ۄݔ ܾ

2.2.2. Feeatures selectionn
Colors and color graddients are seleccted as the pixxel features.
CIELAB color sppace with each component
Specificcally, we use C
scaled inn [0, 255]. For a pixel , we deffine the features vectorݔ ൌ
൛݈ ǡ ܽǡ ܾ ǡ ݃ݔ ǡ ݃ݔ ǡ ݃ݔ ǡ ݃ݕ ǡ ݃ݕ ǡ ݃ݕ ൟ. l, a, b denote the color
componnents in CIELAB
B space. gx, gyy represent the ggradients of
color coomponents in hoorizontal and veertical directionss. Gradients
are seleccted in order to rrepresent texturee features.

the sm
mall green rectanngle in Figure 2)).

22.2. Model train
ning for an unla
abeled piece

ݕ െ ݓۃǡ ݔ  ۄെ ܾ  ߝ  ߦ
Ǥ
 Ǥ ቐݓۃǡ ݔ  ۄ ܾ െ ݕ  ߝ  ߦכ
ߦ ǡ ߦ כ Ͳ

Figgure 2. An illusttration of candiddate samples colllection.

(3)

 ۄڄۃdenotes inneer product. Thee second term of the objecttive
fu
function in (2) represents
r
the soft margin with
h C as the penaalty
pparameter and ȟ, ȟ* as the slack variables.
v
w is th
he normal vectorr of
thhe objective hy
yperplane while İ is the largest deviation with
hout
ppenalty. This co
onvex optimizatiion problem caan be solved in its
ddual form obtained by utilizing Lagrange
L
multiplliers [11].
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 ܪሺǡ ݍሻ ൌ ܧ൫൫ݔ ǡ ݔ ൯  ߩ ܧቀ൫൫௫ ǡ ௬ ൯ǡ ൫ݍ௫ ǡ ݍ௬ ൯ቁ

(4)

where ܧ
ܧሺڄሻ denotes the Euclidean distaance between tw
wo vectors. ߩ
is a weiighting factor (w
we set ߩ ൌ 0.8).. Subscripts x annd y denote
horizonttal and vertical coordinates resppectively. Speciially, before
computiing ܪሺڄሻǡ all feeatures and cooordinates of thhe pixels in
࣪  ࣜ  ࣛ are normaalized to ሾͲǡͳሿǤ We then seleect training
samples in ࣛ  ࣜ for ppixels in ࣪ by tthe similarity m
measurement.
we select m mostt similar pixels and m most
For everry pixel in ࣪, w
dissimilaar pixels as the training samples (m iis a small
parametter and we set m = 3). This is because we waant to obtain

Zoom inn
(from leeft
to right))

Imagess

Leaarning results

After
A
post-processing

F
Figure 3. Resultss before and afteer post-processin
ng.

ssamples similar to ࣪ while preseerving the comp
prehensiveness. All
thhe selected pixels for࣪ are treatted as the trainin
ng samples after we
remove the redun
ndant. In additio
on, we assign a value
v
ܸሺڄሻ to every
ppixel in ࣪, meassuring the confid
dence of the alpha value estimaated
w
with these training samples. The confidence vaalues are compu
uted
ffor later use and formulated as:
ܸሺ
ሻ ൌ ݁ݔ൛െݓଵܪ ሺሻ െ ݓଶ ܦ൫൫ܱሺ࣪ሻ൯ൟ

(5)

Imagges

Closed-form [66]

Learning
based [7]

Shared [4]

Ours

w
where ܪ ሺሻ ൌ ܪ ࣜڂࣛאሺሺǡ ݍሻǤ w1 and w2 are parameters for
nnormalization (e..g., 5 and 0.005 respectively).
r

Figure 4. Qualitative ccomparisons am
mong the results of different
approachhes. The red recctangles indicate the differences.

22.2.4. İ-SVR train
ning
W
We train a featture-Į model ussing İ-SVR witth the radial baasis
fu
function (RBF) kernel:
k

[3-5], coombining the leearning result ߙ with the mattinng Laplacian
matrix L of [6], which can be treated as a smoothnesss term. The
final alppha matte is obtaained by minimizzing the functionn:

ଶ

݇൫ݔ
݇  ǡ ݔ ൯ ൌ ݁ ݔቄെฮݔ െ ݔ ฮ ൗʹߪ
ʹ ଶቅ

(6)

w
where ߪ is a paraameter (also called the kernel width)
w
affecting the
ssimilarity measu
urement between
n two input vecctors. Inappropriiate
sselection of paraameter ߪ, as welll as C and İ in İ-SVR, will cau
use
uunderfitting or overfitting
o
probleems as these paarameters affect the
m
model’s generallization perform
mance [12]. So
o we select these
pparameters adapttively. Let the trraining sample set be ࣮. ࣧ is a set
ccontaining the Euclidean
E
distaance between every two featu
ures
vvectors in ࣪ ࣮ .
࣮ ߪ2 is set to th
he variance of ࣧ.
ࣧ For the penaalty
pparameter C, we follow the meth
hod in [12] and compute
c
C by:
 ܥൌ ሺȁߙത  ͵߬ȁǡ ȁߙത െ ͵߬ȁሻ

(7)

w
where ܽ and ߬ arre the mean and
d standard deviiation of the alp
pha
vvalues of ࣮. Ass the alpha valuees range from 0 to 1 and İ affeects
thhe precision of the
t model, we seet
ߝ ൌ ͲǤͲͷ  ቀ
ቀͲǤͲͷǡ ߬ඥȁ࣮ȁΤȁ࣮ȁቁ

(8)
(

w
which is a comb
bination of the method in [12] and our speciific
pproblem. Then we
w train the featu
ure-Į model usin
ng these parametters.
A
After that, alphaa values for ࣪ can be estimated
d by the regression
fu
function. All the other pieces aree modeled throug
gh this method and
a
w
we obtain the leaarning result.
22.3. Post-processing
A
Although nearby
y pixels share a feature-Į mod
del, roughness may
m
sstill arise in smo
ooth regions (lik
ke the hair in Figure
F
3b). Thiss is
ppartly because spatial
s
informattion (e.g., coord
dinates) is not invvolved in the traaining process. So after learnin
ng the alpha valu
ues
ffor all unlabeled pixels, we adop
pt the post-proceessing method liike
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ܬሺߙሻ ൌ ߙ ்  ߙܮ ߮ሺߙ െ ߙሻ் ߓሺߙ െ ߙሻ
  ߱ሺߙ െ ߙሻ் ߁ሺߙ െ ߙሻ

(9)

߮߱ are paraameters for weigghting and norm
malization.߮
where ߮
is relativvely large (e.g.., 100) while ߱ is small (e.g., 0.1). ߙ and
ߙare treeated as ܰ ൈ ͳveectors. N is the number of unlabbeled pixels
in the ttrimap. ߓ and ߁ are ܰ ൈ ܰ diiagonal matrices. Diagonal
elementss in ߓ are one fo
for labeled pixels in the trimap aand zero for
the otheers. Diagonal eleements in ߁ are the confidence values ܸሺڄሻ
for unlaabeled pixels inn the trimap annd zero for thee others. In
practice,, the foregrounnd in matting uusually can be ttreated as a
connecteed entirety. So,, in the matte of ߙ , we select connected
componnents with area lless than 1% off the area of thee largest one
(like thee regions indicatted by the blue aarrows in Figure 3e), and set
ܸሺڄሻ of the pixels in thhese componentts to zero. Thatt means, for
these piixels, the alpha values are deteermined by the smoothness
term. Figgure 3 illustratess the effects prodduced by post-prrocessing.
3. EXPERIM
MENTS AND E
EVALUATIONS
S
In the eexperiments, wee compare the pproposed approaach with the
state-of--the-art mattingg algorithms onn the matting benchmark
providedd by Rhemann et al. [9]. Thee online benchm
mark has 8
natural test images andd 3 different triimaps for each test image.
Results of many recent image matting algorithms are aavailable on
website of the benchmarrk (www.alpham
matting.com).
3.1. Quaalitative evaluaation
Figure 4 shows some crropped images iin the benchmarrk and alpha
mattes pproduced by cloosed-form mattinng [6], learning based matting [8],, shared matting [4] and our appproach. Closed-fo
form matting

Metric
Closed-form Learning based Shared Ours Ours*
Avg. MSE
1.26
1.18
0.90 0.82 0.73
Avg. SAD
15.49
15.51
13.65 14.03 12.45
Table 1. Average MSE and SAD error of different approaches on
the benchmark of [9]. “Ours*” denotes our approach with the
trimap expansion method in shared matting [4].
uses pure propagation-based technique. Shared matting uses a
sampling-based method and optimizes the result with propagationbased technique. So these algorithms are representative and related
to our approach. For the first and second images, the background is
complex and colors of the leaves and fur are close to that of the
background. All the four approaches cause artifacts. But ours
performs better because of the learning technique and effective
sampling method. In the second image, closed-from and learning
based matting fail in the gaps of the foreground while shared
matting and ours preserve the details. However, mistakes still arise
in the regions where colors of the foreground and background
overlap. For the last image, the foreground is a plastic bag. It is
difficult to pick out definite foreground samples for the translucent
object. Learning based and our matting approach can reveal the
transparency while shared matting produces alpha values much too
larger. Closed-form matting fails due to the rope (indicated by the
red arrow in the image) violating the color line model [6].
3.2. Quantitative evaluation
For every approach, the benchmark uses ground truth alpha mattes
to evaluate the 24 results (8 test images and 3 trimaps for each test
image in the benchmark). Table 1 lists the average MSEs (mean
squared error) and SADs (sum of absolute differences) of the 24
results of different approaches. The average MSE of our approach
is smaller than other approaches, while the average SAD is just
larger than that of share matting. However, share matting uses
trimap expansion [4] as the preprocessing to reduce the unknown
pixels. So, we also integrate the trimap expansion into our
approach. The corresponding results are also listed in Table 1 and
our approach performs best with respect to the two metrics.
The benchmark can also rank the approaches with respect to 4
error metrics: SAD, MSE, gradient and connectivity. Detailed
definitions for the ranks and the latter two metrics can be found in
[9]. We list the overall ranks in Table 2. The results show that our
approach performs best on three out of four metrics. Generally,
approaches combining sampling and propagation based techniques
produce better results than the pure propagation-based [6,7].
However, pure propagation-based approaches perform better on the
fourth metric. This is mainly because the affinity matrices of the
propagation-based approaches concentrate on the neighboring
relations and preserve the connectivity of the foreground object.
Our approach is implemented in Matlab with LIBSVM
(implemented in C++) [15] for İ-SVR. The algorithm runs on a 3.0
GHz CPU with 2GB RAM. It takes 75 seconds for an image (about
800ൈ600) in [9] on average. The time spent in LIBSVM is about 5
seconds per image.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A supervised learning based alpha matting approach is presented in
this paper. We learn the relations between pixel features and alpha
values with İ-SVR. The relations vary in different regions of the
image. Effective training samples selection method and adaptive
parameters for SVR are used to improve the learning accuracy. We
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Approach
SAD MSE Gradient Connectivity
5.4
Ours*
3.2
2.9
3.3
Shared [4]
3.4
3.8
3.5
7.9
Segmentation-based [13] 4.3
4.4
3.5
7.2
Improved color [3]
4.8
4.8
3.8
5.8
Shared (Real Time) [4]
5.5
6.3
7.8
9.5
Learning based [8]
5.8
6
6.6
6.7
Closed-form [6]
5.9
6.1
6.6
4
Large kernel [14]
7.3
6.8
7.7
5
Robust [2]
8
7.6
6.8
9.5
Random Walk [7]
11.4 11.4
11.4
2.3
Table 2. Overall ranks of the top performing approaches on the
benchmark of [9] with respect to four metrics. The best results are
in red. “Ours*” has the same meaning as the one in Table 1.
also smooth the learning result with a matting Laplacian matrix [6].
Experiments demonstrate the advantages of our approach in terms
of accuracy. Future work will include improving the robustness in
complex scenes and regions with color ambiguity.
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